While each show has its own reporters and photogs/editors, the news show has special needs beyond what these four people are able to (reasonably) meet. The reporters do a package for both newscasts; everyone else will do another package during the semester. If you are an anchor, you don’t have a closing on your package, but will wrap it up live in the studio (your outro).

I’m shifting the due date from noon on Tuesdays to noon on Mondays to allow time for clarification, corrections, or modifications.

**Group B (Due noon on Monday, October 24)**

Amy Clark  
Mandy McGill  
Melissa Apperson  
JP Chism  
Lauren Gadd  
Andrew Iszard  
Catherine Marshall  
Dusty Miller  
Sarah Putnam  
Leigh Virtue

**Group A (Due by noon on Monday, November 14)**

Amy Clark  
Mandy McGill  
Amber Adams  
Matt Friedman  
Jessie Bryan  
Laura Furr  
Devin Grasty  
Kris Kolwicz  
Melanie Nadeau  
Daniel Ragna

All packages should be cleared in advance with the show’s producer, Lauren Furr, and scripts and intro/outros uploaded to the Discussion area of Blackboard. Don’t forget to include information about lower-third supers.

**We will also need news packages for the last newscast.** These packages are done for extra credit and will be due Monday, December 5th. Please let me know if you are going to do a package.